Brown Bag seminars are ordinarily held in the seminar room at 2232 Piedmont Avenue, usually on Wednesdays, from 12:10 to 1:00, although the discussion often continues for ten or fifteen minutes past 1:00. Please try to arrive before 12:10 so that we can start promptly at the scheduled time. Papers are not generally circulated in advance. Regular and decaffeinated coffee will be available, as well as cookies and hot water for tea. Administrative inquiries may be addressed to the Demography Office at 642-9800, or monique@demog.berkeley.edu. If you would like to inquire about presenting a seminar yourself, or have suggestions for other potential speakers, please contact Josh Goldstein at josh@demog.berkeley.edu.

Selected Recent Brown Bag presentations may now be viewed at UCTV.

- **January 28:** Ronald Lee (Demography, UC Berkeley), *Changing Population Age Distributions and Demographic Dividends in the US, Mexico, and Beyond.*
- **February 4:** Shira Offer (Sociology and Anthropology, Bar Ilan University, Israel), *Leisure and Dual-Earner Parents' Well-Being: The Contamination Hypothesis Revisited.*
- **February 11:** James Holland Jones (Anthropology, Stanford University), *Life History Theory: An Evolutionary Model for Decision Making.*
- **February 18:** David Silver (Economics, UC Berkeley), *Aging and Individual Productivity: Evidence from Emergency Physicians.*
- **February 25:** Hilary Hoynes (Economics and Public Policy, UC Berkeley), *The Earned Income Tax Credit and the Distribution of Income.*
- **March 4:** Kristen Harknett (Sociology, University of Pennsylvania), *Did Stop and Frisk Policing Have Spillover Effects on New York City Residents?*
- **March 11:** Patrick Simon (INED - Institut National d'Etudes Demographiques), *Discrimination in a Colorblind Society: Racial Divisions Behind the French Model of Integration.*
- **March 18:** Warren Miller (Transnational Family Research Institute), *Do Young Women’s Perceptions of Their Partners Affect Their Pregnancy Risk? Further Study of Ambivalent Desires.*
- **April 1:** Bastien Chabe-Ferret (Universite Catholique de Louvain), *Baby Boom or Baby Bust? The Effect of the Great Depression on Fertility.*
• **April 8:** Adam Storeygard (Economics, Tufts University) *Is Climate Change Driving Urbanization in Africa?*

• **April 15:** Pre-Population Association of America Meeting Student Presentations:

  Gabriel Borges, Demography PhD, UC Berkeley, *Evaluation of Brazil’s Population Census Coverage and Quality through Demographic Analysis* (Poster presentation #1) and *Subnational Fertility Projections in Brazil – a Bayesian Probabilistic Approach Application* (Poster presentation #2).

  Robert Pickett, Sociology and Demography PhD, UC Berkeley, *Placing Racial Fluidity in Context.*

• **April 22:** Pre-Population Association of America Meeting Student Presentations:


  Paul Chung, Sociology and Demography PhD, UC Berkeley, *(K)inequality in the United States 1910-2009: Race Differences in Kin Availability and Life Course Expectations.*


• **May 6:** Adrien Remund (Université de Genève, Institut d'études démographiques et du parcours de vie), *The Young Adult Mortality Hump: How to Define, Measure and Explain It?*

• **May 13:** Everton Lima (College of Philosophy and Human Sciences at the University of Campinas and the Population Studies Center - NEPO), *Estimating Life Expectancy in Small Areas with Defective Data: An Application to Brazil.*